
Local Land Services

Dung beetles
Keeping our paddocks and 

livestock  healthy

The dung beetle, as its name suggests, is a beetle 
that is one of natures best processors of animal waste 
products.

Dung beetles play a very important role turning 
animal dung into nutrients for plants. Whilst they feed 
on dung, a dung beetle will dig the remaining faeces 
into the ground. 

Microscopic organisms in the ground break-down 
the buried faeces, making the nutrients available for 
plants. Burying the faeces also reduces the breeding 
sites for some fly pests and other parasites.

Australia has several native and introduced dung 
beetle species. Let’s find out what dung beetles are 
living near you!

Nesting strategy
Dung beetles belong to one of three functional groups depending on nesting strategy.

1. Tunnelers land on a dung pad and simply dig down into the pad, burying a portion of 
the dung

2. Dwellers are content with staying on top of the dung pad to lay their eggs and raise 
the young.

3. Rollers form a bit of dung into a ball, roll it away and bury it. The balls they make are 
either used by the female to lay her eggs in (called a brood ball) or as food for the 
adults to eat. 

Match the labels to their correct location on the diagram.

Tunnelers
Dung pad

Rollers
Dung ball
Dwellers
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What’s my name?
Use your Dung Beetle Identification Guide to help name these dung beetles. Write down any 
physical features, such as colour, shape or pattern, that help you identify them.

This dung beetle’s name is:

What are the identifying features?

What are the identifying features?

This dung beetle’s name is:

What are the identifying features?

This dung beetle’s name is:

What are the identifying features?

This dung beetle’s name is:

What are the identifying features?

This dung beetle’s name is:
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